1861-08-15 Colonel Berry writes Governor Washburn regarding condition of the regiment
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Sir: 

Our whole number of Men Over returned as 
able for duty 819 and 17 Convalescent sick — Making 
our Total 857. I believe judge that all shall have 
just about 104 Men fit for duty. After discharging 
these men right in May, pouring out of Bethune 
in many Towns, the rest is — or shall be removed 
from prisoners of the Col, to be in advance, and also 
the Confinements to which they belong. So in all. 

This list contains one that has been with our dep 
fission from Rockland. They are casualties without any 
other. Add them to 857 makes 929. At this rate we believe 
1 prisoners, of them already discharged and are made at 
The number we had when we left Maine

The first item is a great need of their 
Blouses stockings & shoes. My opinion turned to that 
are required and better be fitted out with these Things of the 

we are now in some condition so when we left 
its raining as yet arrival nothing done better on men 
are without these stockings & shoes. First comes 
get these Things best enough for the great demand 
them as coming out of our late disaster — I
Remain are now come out right in the order as the
writing has been and been edited enough
and is now to give it here. Some
and learn how to look after the head of Miami regi-
ment and how that have not exactly with the
department at Washington and with the wants of

Henry Jones

Her是一个
for the Miami
Augusta

Recruits should be sent in at once that they may
be directed to service at once as the states have
more to do in short result and our

The future in is a great event of the
outlook in regards to others. My family is now engaged
and better to gather and could these things of the

When circumstances continue to happen to

I have determined condition on when the help
in going and telling some letters on men
and without the means. These things others. Good fortune
these things last enough for being a great demand
whom the morning out of some date direction.

-
Col. H.C. Berry
Alexandria
August 15th